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We’ve Just Witnessed Four of the Worst Economic Bubbles in
History Burst in Catastrophic Succession . . . Crippling Our Nation
and Robbing You of Tens of Thousands of Dollars!
The ONLY Economists Who Predicted This Mess Now Foresee
Two More Bubbles Directly Ahead!
Prepare Now, as Every Penny You Own May Fall Victim to the . . .

Will Your job (or any job) be safe in the Coming Years?
Will the Stock Market Plunge 50% (or More) — Taking Your Retirement With It?
Will Our Entire Economy Collapse When Communist China Stops Writing Us
Blank Checks?

The Shocking Answers and the Step-By-Step Blueprint
◌֠
for Your Financial Salvation Are
REVEALED IN THIS MUST-READ BOOK!
Yours Free With No Strings Attached!

Only

Left!

Dear Newsmax Reader,
If I alarmed you with the fearsome statements above . . . well, good.
I must have your attention. Now is not the time for complacency.
I just discovered a riveting (and alarming) book that predicts that there is no
light at the end of the tunnel for our economy or your wealth — if you
don’t act now.

Christopher Ruddy
President and CEO:
Newsmax & Moneynews

The book is Aftershock: Protect Yourself and Profit in the Next
Global Financial Meltdown.
This book is so important . . . so urgent . . . and so vital to your financial
well-being . . . that I want you to have it as my gift.

If you went to purchase it online or in a bookstore, it could cost you as much as $28. But I want
you to have it at . . .
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No charge. It is 100% FREE.
But you must hurry. I originally could only get my hands on 5,000 copies. I offered those up to
readers and they were taken within hours. So I contacted the publisher and they did a private
printing of additional copies of Aftershock for me (at a pretty sizable fee). And they are almost
gone now as well.
The timing could not be more crucial.
Having a false sense of hope is a fruitless endeavor right now. One that could put you in the
poorhouse.

Do not fall victim to the mainstream media’s
trumped-up climate of economic optimism.
Disregard the government’s
24/7 propaganda machine.
And give no credence to the misleading
hype from Wall Street.
You may feel a bit confident after seeing the Dow surge as much as 60% . . . the Nasdaq 77% . . .
and the S&P 65% since the March lows of 2009 . . .
Hopefully you’ve recovered some of the previously inconceivable losses your portfolio and
䚠ʽ — you are not out of the woods.
retirement savings have suffered. But I assure you
The uptick in our stock markets is masking a deep and well-entrenched threat . . .
Aftershock predicts that the two largest bubbles,
which have not even hit us yet, are just around the
corner. And after the authors’ previous book
predicted the four bubbles that just hit us — I’m
not taking this warning lightly.
The next few years could decimate your wealth and
that of most Americans if you don’t safeguard
yourself now.
It could be very bad for most. Even more jobs will
be lost. Houses will be abandoned. Strip malls will
sit empty. Life savings will be eradicated.
But what if you could fight this upcoming crisis head-on?
What if you had a specific, step-by-step blueprint that could make you wealthier than ever . . .
multiplying your nest egg many times over — even in the face of overwhelming adversity?
Look at this moment as if you have been given an early warning for an impending
disaster . . .
This is a turning point.

When an earthquake strikes, the immediate damage
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can be immense. Foundations crumble, walls crack,
and cities teeter on the edge of collapse . . .
And what comes next can be equally destructive:

They occur for weeks after an initial earthquake. More buildings fall . . . city blocks are leveled . . .
and even more lives are ruined.
Our economy mirrors this chain of events.
The stock bubble . . . the housing bubble . . . the consumer-spending bubble . . . and the
private-debt bubble . . .
Each one acted as the equivalent of an economic earthquake. Leveling banks, destroying jobs, and
wiping out the savings of millions of Americans.
We have been taken literally to the brink — because
we had no time to recover between the
earthquakes.
The danger has not dissipated. And the damage has
not been repaired.
It has only been covered up with a patchwork of 囀ʽ
stimulus programs and bailouts.
Sure . . . Capitol Hill’s megabillion-dollar handouts
gave the stock market some juice. We’ve certainly
witnessed that firsthand during the past 10 months.
But, the apparent rebirth of Wall Street is nothing more than final death throes.
Soon the “recovery” CNN is talking about will be exposed as a sham . . . a fake . . . something that
never was. And when the aftershocks come, the consequences will be disastrous.

Why is the media ignoring this upcoming threat?
Why is no one telling you about it?
Because they don’t even know it’s coming.
They sure didn’t bother to warn you in 2006 to get out of the market . . . protect your home’s
value . . . defend your job . . . and strengthen your personal finances.
After all, Ben Bernanke and Alan Greenspan didn’t see the first four bubbles. Heck, they helped
create them.
Are CNBC “experts” going to tell you tomorrow morning the truth about these next two bubbles
exploding? They massively missed the boat years back. I wouldn’t expect them to help you now.
And even the most prescient of economists failed to predict the true gravity of what would
eventually transpire over the last few years.
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Except for a Trio of Revolutionary Minds . . .
They Predicted All Four Bubbles in 2006.
Their names are Dr. David Wiedemer, Robert
Wiedemer, and Cindy Spitzer.
In 2006 they released a groundbreaking book titled
“America’s Bubble Economy.”
If you were fortunate enough to read this book, you
could have navigated yourself to safer waters and
shielded your wealth from the impact.
They prophetically foretold all four bubbles
bursting well before the inevitable occurred. They
warned anybody who would listen to steer their
wealth to safety.
But that book is now in the past. The events they predicted have transpired. You now need to look
to the future.
Seeing that the worst is still ahead of us, they recently penned the follow-up to that prophetic
2006 release.
As I previously mentioned, it’s titled: Aftershock: Protect
Yourself and Profit in the Next Global Financial
Meltdown.
䚠ʽ

I want to make something very clear. This book isn’t simply
painting an apocalyptic future for our country that is fit for
some Hollywood blockbuster.
The authors are not perpetual “doom and gloomers” who wait
for a bear market to proclaim their ability to see the future.
And Aftershock is not a book with the singular purpose of
instilling fear in you.
Although Aftershock does provide a harsh outlook for the
future, its true value is in the incredibly powerful investment
tips you can act on immediately to protect your wealth.

I look at Aftershock as self-defense for my wealth.
I’m already using many of the tools in its pages to
align my portfolio with the shrewdest investment
vehicles that can grow when others will fail.
This has proved so valuable to me that I want to send you a copy of Aftershock right now for
free. A $28 value — you pay nothing for the book.
And that’s still not all . . .
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I’m also including free subscriptions to three of my most
valuable investment newsletters!
That’s how seriously I’m taking the threats to our
already shaken and unstable economy.

AFTERSHOCK
AUTHORS

This is nothing less than a war on your wealth.
And I’m going to help you level the playing field!
But you must hurry!
As I just mentioned, the first 5,000 books were snatched up within
hours. And the private print run I negotiated with the publisher on the
second (and final) batch of books is down to a quickly fleeting few
copies. Plus, only those who claim a free copy get the free subscriptions.

Robert A.
Wiedemer

Claim your copy of Aftershock now at no charge!
I wholeheartedly endorse this book! It warns you about the
next two major bubbles.

These are the big ones!
According to the authors, if these events transpire, they’ll
make the last four years look like a walk in the park. While I
don't agree with every one of their predictions, I think it is
worth considering what could happen.
ퟨК

10% Unemployment? — Try 40-60%!

David Wiedemer,
PhD

A Few Banks Fail? — What If the Entire Banking System
Collapses?
A Weakened Dollar? — How About No Dollar! Imagine a
One-World Currency!
Scared of Double-Digit Inflation? — Try to Comprehend
Triple-Digit Hyper-Inflation!
Goodbye Social Security — Hello Social Welfare!

Cindy Spitzer

The Recent Stock Market Surge? — The Future 50% (or
more) Plunge!
Could these events occur? They very well might. At the very least, it’s a good idea to take in as
many opinions as possible before coming to your own conclusions.
But judging by the authors’ track records — I wouldn’t bet against their predictions. I’d prepare
for them.

In These Times When Everyone Promotes His
Own Personal Agenda, We’ve Never Needed the
Truth More . . . Even If It IsTough to Swallow.
That’s why it’s so critical you get your hands on this book. And it’s also why I’m going to send you a
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copy of it for free.
If you want to take all of the necessary precautions to protect your wealth and that of your friends,
family, and neighbors, you must reserve one of the remaining copies I’ve secured.
Make sure you are one of the fortunate few not only to survive the mayhem fiscally — but also
come out well ahead.
It will cost you nothing to claim a copy of Aftershock plus everything else I’m giving away. Go
here now!
So how did we get here? How did our country fall so far?

To Understand the Future,
You Need to Look at the Very Recent Past!
In a vacuum, the bleak predictions for the future in Aftershock would look downright ludicrous.
Just imagine trying to convince people in the mid-90s and early 2000s (what the authors refer to
as the “Age of Excess” p. 225) — that the future would hold rampant foreclosures, unemployment,
and the failure of countless banks.
That kind of doom-and-gloom talk would’ve gotten you laughed out of the room.
And only a few truly followed Dr. David Wiedemer, Robert Wiedemer, and Cindy Spitzer’s advice
when they first warned everyone in 2006, before this global meltdown became a catastrophic
reality.
谐ւ
25 Years From Now, We’ll Look Back
and Realize the Writing Was on the Wall
the Whole Time, Yet the Powers That Be
Misread the Signals.

Certain politicians in Washington, D.C. and
power players on Wall Street use their elected
rights and corporate muscle to push their own
agendas.
Agendas that do nothing but stuff their wallets
with your money.
It’s been documented hundreds of times.
Take Goldman Sachs. Everybody knows it is
deeply connected to the government.
The company is like an octopus with its
tentacles wrapped around the government.
And that’s just one example. Look around and
you’ll find many more . . . or just read this book.
In Aftershock, you will be given the real story
on:
Covered up until now! The truth
behind why the housing market really

Why Didn’t Anybody See
This Coming?
In Aftershock: Protect Yourself and
Profit in the Next Global Financial
Meltdown, you will get a first-class
education on the psychological reasoning
that caused so many people to fail to grasp
the titanic collapse of our economy until it
was too late.
On page 92, the authors clearly lay out the
“The Six Psychological Stages of Denying
the Bubbles Are Bursting.” In their analysis,
they find that most Americans are in only
the second stage right now.
On page 97, you will learn how many people
in the upper echelons of wealth suffer from a
syndrome they call “The Hamptons Effect.”
To these very rich folks, the party will never
end — no matter how grave the situation on
the ground is.
Limited Supply: Grab Your Free Copy
of Aftershock Before They All Run
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collapsed. Hint: It wasn’t subprime
loans like you’ve been told. (p. 34)

Out!

Wall Street Shocker! The true forces
that caused the stock market to nose-dive. Derivatives trading was not one of them. (p.
44)
The Worst Loan in Human History! Last year, 46 cents out of every dollar the
government spent was borrowed from a foreign country. Can we possibly pay this back
especially when the tab keeps climbing higher? (p. 76)
Avoid the Next Plummet! The one indicator you can use to predict the coming Wall
Street collapse (p. 45)
Revealed: Who is really paying for our stimulus programs and bailouts?
Amazingly, it’s not you or your tax dollars. Nor is it future generations. (p. 56)
The “Secret” $1 Trillion Home Invasion — were you a victim? (p. 53)

This Was Not an Overnight Catastrophe!
As you’ll read in Aftershock: Protect Yourself and Profit in the Next Global Financial
Meltdown, the wheels for this multi-bubble breakdown were set in motion decades ago.
Instead of fixing the underlying issues, one politician after another piled more debt, more foreign
borrowing, and more ridiculous spending on the worn-down shoulders of our nation.
Capitol Hill could’ve stepped in at any moment and put a halt to this madness.
ਰռ
But that would’ve been career suicide for these elected
officials. Some politicians chose to avoid
the tough decisions — they made dangerous compromises instead.

Too many operate only on four-year windows,
creating policies only to get elected — regardless of
long-term consequences.
This shortsightedness led us to witnessing four
bursting bubbles: real estate, stock market,
personal debt, and consumer spending.
And now it’s too late.
We are on a collision course for:

BUBBLE #5
The Complete Death of the Dollar in 2011-2013
Imagine the aftermath if the dollar falls off a cliff:
Basic Necessities Gone Wild! — A gallon of gas could cost $12 to $15 (p. 106)
Cheap Becomes Unaffordable! — Imagine a $100,000 Toyota Camry? (p. 109)
The Triple Double-Digit Nightmare! — Double-digit inflation, double-digit interest
rates, and high double-digit unemployment could soon be suffocating your wealth. (p. 66)
Six-figure salaried employees (the few that will remain) left living paycheck
to paycheck? — About 27% of them do now. Could this become nearly 100% in the days
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of a dead dollar? (p. 48)
The Most Crippling Tax You’ve Never Heard of! — Since 2000, you’ve been hit
secretly with a 60% tax. In the coming years, this tax could get even worse. (p. 66) Will it
send even more of your wealth to “Money Heaven?” (p. 69)
The End of the American Monetary System — and the forced creation of a
one-world currency (p. 178)
Aftershock covers so much more . . .
If you don’t agree with some of these predictions I don’t blame you. But, don’t you owe it to
yourself and your family to get the “other” side of the story?
And more importantly, shouldn’t you be positioning your wealth to thrive? Even as the financial
system around you appears to be collapsing?
That’s why I strongly suggest you read Aftershock and claim your three free subscriptions to my
most valuable publications.
All at no charge to you!
Claim your free copy of Aftershock here!

BUBBLE #6
Sorry, Washington! Your Credit Card
Has Been Declined!
What happens when China and other nations 谐ւ
A Frightening Chain
stop giving us an allowance? If our dollar loses
all of its value, what incentive is there for the
of Events!
rest of the world to continue giving us bad
loans?
1. Real Estate Bubble — Predicted
Let’s do some simple math . . .
We already receive $2 billion a
day in what amounts to foreign
welfare checks (p. 67).
Our debt is more than $12 trillion
and on its way to more than $15
trillion.
In a good year (in other words,
not anytime soon) we make $2.5
trillion in tax revenue.
So in a not so perfect world — we could shut
down our government and all programs
(including the military) — stop paying interest
on debt — and not incur any new debt.

2. Stock Market Bubble — Predicted
3. Private Debt Bubble — Predicted
4. Consumer Spending Bubble —
Predicted
5. Dollar Bubble — Arriving in 2011?
6. Government Debt Bubble — Arriving
in 2013?

Will You Be Ready?
Grab Your 100% Free Copy
of Aftershock Here!

And it’d still take five years to pay off our obligations. That idea not only is impossible
but also ridiculous.
There is no way to pay off our international creditors. At some point we will max out our limit.
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America Has Become the World’s Most Toxic Asset.
In Aftershock Dr. David Wiedemer, Robert Wiedemer, and Cindy Spitzer paint a very grim
picture of what could happen once the rest of the world cancels our credit card.
The Lifelines Run Out — With nobody willing to prop up our banks, will the entire
banking system collapse?
The Harsh Truth — Could government bonds become toxic assets? (p. 88)
The Great Wealth Robbery — A dollar printing press on overdrive and skyrocketing
taxes could render you broke? (p. 89)
A Black Hole of Debt — When your taxes are radically increased — will over 50% of the
proceeds go to simply paying off the interest on our debt instead of going towards
improving America? (p. 86)
A Dangerous Opportunity for Attack — Will our borders be weakened and will our
enemies grow stronger if we have to cut military spending by 50% to 70%? (p. 210) What
about domestic crime? (p. 221)
Tomorrow No Longer Is Guaranteed — Is there any hope for Social Security and
Medicare? (p. 210)
PREPARE NOW!
ਰռ

To claim your 100% free copy of Aftershock: Protect Yourself and Profit in the Next
Global Financial Meltdown, and three free subscriptions — simply click here!

Make More Money in the Days of the Aftershock
Than During Even Our Most Healthy Times!
Make no mistake — if these predictions come to pass, the vast majority of Americans will be
devastated by the dangerous scenarios portrayed in the pages of Aftershock.
That’s inevitable.
But you don’t have to fall with the masses.
In fact, the authors of Aftershock predict on page 127 that those who rise from the ashes of this
chaos will make more money in the aftermath than the past three decades combined.
Will that be you?
The authors are reaching out to you.
Aftershock gives you a step-by-step blueprint on exactly how to take advantage of the downfall
of our economy.
Let’s start with defending your wealth . . .
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Underwater or sitting on a gold mine? — Strategies for handling your mortgage and
your house now. (p. 124)
Keep Your Money Far Far Away — Two investments to avoid like the plague! (p. 115)
Does Your Life Insurance Have a Pulse? — It may not be the security blanket
you’ve been led to believe. (p. 146)
Crisis Career Counseling — Is your job (and pension) safe in the days of the
Aftershock? The one sector that will be shielded from the chaos. (p. 154)
Is a Safe Even Safe? — Where to stash your cash right now. (p. 120)
Add Layers of Armor to Your Portfolio — Seven steps to take right now to protect
yourself (p. 124)

But Safeguarding Your Wealth Is Only Part of
the Equation. Aftershock Gives You a Specific
Attack Plan To Capture a Serious Windfall!
Revealed: The Largest Bubble in History Also Is Your Biggest Profit
Opportunity— Get in now while it begins its swift journey up in price. Hint: It’s none of
the six bubbles I’ve mentioned in this letter. (p. 138)
Wealth From Volatility — Your two best investments to capitalize on a future of
unrest. (p. 130)
The Most Lucrative Garage Sale Ever
ퟨո — How you can turn a small stack of coins into
a pile of loot by capturing distressed assets. (p. 158)
Silver and Platinum — Are they now the most precious of metals? (p. 136)
A New Spin on Gold— Learn how to leverage gold to profit wildly from rising foreign
currencies
Like a Phoenix Rising From the Ashes — When the stock market falls into the
shadowed abyss, these two powerful securities will have you reeling in huge rewards.
(p. 131)
And as I’ve mentioned, even though Aftershock: Protect Yourself and Profit in the Next
Global Financial Meltdown retails for $28 at bookstores and online retailers — you won’t have
to pay $1 of the cost of the book . . . not a dime.
I’ve secured a very limited supply of Aftershock copies at a great cost to my company. If you act
now, you can be assured to get one for free! Click here to claim your copy!

And to Double-Barrel Fortify
Your Investments Now . . .
I Have Three More Completely Free Gifts For You!
The Aftershock book will give you a formidable arsenal of investment advice.
You will have the blueprint and the battle plan laid out for you.
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But making money requires highly specific and actionable advice. That’s why I want to give you
the precise investments to make now so you can add sizable profits to your portfolio.
And like your copy of Aftershock, I want to give them to you for free.

Gift #1: Get Direct Access to My Financial
Brain Trust With a Free Four-Month Subscription
to Financial Intelligence Report (a $33 value)!
I’ve spent years building a coalition of the strongest minds in
finance and politics.
World-renowned scholars, economists, and political strategists
who survey the global landscape for the social, political, and
economic issues that affect you and your finances directly.
I call them my Financial Brain Trust. In Financial
Intelligence Report you can put them all to work for you.
Just Like the Authors of Aftershock, The Financial
Intelligence Report Team Foretold of the Four Big
Bubbles!
In April 2006, Financial Intelligence Report (FIR)
warned about an upcoming real estate bubble bursting.
When describing the future of the housing situation,
ਰռ
FIR stated:
“It’s much more likely that instead of a 'soft landing'
— a situation in which real estate prices would
simply be flat — we will see a major drop in prices,
creating a very deep and possibly prolonged U.S.
recession.”
And soon after that, the real estate bubble
completely burst!
In December 2007, the FIR team predicted a global
recession would hit in 2008. We stated boldly that
the stock market was drastically overpriced, which
would lead to the bursting of the stock market
bubble.
As FIR put it: “We believe the coming recession will
be worse than usual.”
If you had had this issue in your hands, you would
have known where to move your money to avoid
what eventually happened — the destructive market
collapse.
In October 2006, FIR foresaw the consumer
spending bubble's collapsing with (to quote the
issue) “a cut in consumer spending, causing severe

Contributing members
include:
Lord William
Rees-Mogg — Famous
economist and acclaimed
journalist whose influence
in English politics has changed
elections and brought about reform.
David Frazier —
Newsmax’s chief
investment analyst whose
focus on maximizing
returns from the stock market is
unparalleled.
Hans Parisis — A
Belgian-born bank
economist who has advised
global billionaires and
governments on the financial markets
and international investments. Parisis
is based in Panama City, Panama.
James Davidson — A
best-selling author, ultra-
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economic turbulence, even on an International
basis.”

successful entrepreneur, and founder
of the National Taxpayers Union.

And in the 2007 Outlook that was published in
January 2007, FIR warned that banks' suspect
practices would lead to drastic consequences with a
private debt bubble.

Sean Hyman — A former
minister turned personal
investment weapon to the
wealthiest investors, Sean
is now Newsmax’s resident global
financial and international currency
expert.

In that issue, we stated:
“I think when [a correction] comes, and it is coming,
it’s going to be a big one.”

And now FIR foresees crisis and opportunity on our
horizon. To defend your wealth you need to read the current, recent past, and future issues to
protect yourself. And now you can do that for free.
If you want the inside stories delivered to you by actual experts — not just “talking heads” —
Financial Intelligence Report is the publication for you.
But more importantly, if you want solid market recommendations that only premier minds with
their background can deliver — you will find incredible value in this 100% free gift.

A few examples of winners from
the Financial Intelligence Report portfolio include:
Teck Cominco +182.64%
Firearms Training Systems +173.91%

ퟨո

Diamond Offshore Drilling +171.88%
Brookfield Asset Management (USA) +136.75%
The Singapore Fund +124.87%
Oil Service Holdrs (ETF) +103.84%
By taking me up on my free offer today, you will get instant access to all past issues of Financial
Intelligence Report . . . years of archived bonus reports . . . and the next four issues.
All yours for free.

Click here to claim your free gifts with your
complimentary copy of “Aftershock.”

Gift #2: In Times of Uncertainty and Unrest
Gold Always Delivers Profits and Protection!
Find the Best Moves With a Free Three-Month
Subscription to the Gold Stock Adviser (A $25 Value)!
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If the future portrayed in Aftershock becomes a reality, you
can be quite certain that the masses will flock to gold. You’ve
already seen as much as a 42% spike in the last year alone. And
that surge is just beginning.
Imagine the price of gold doubling . . . tripling . . . or rising even
further in value. It’s not as staggering a concept as it once was.
And that’s why you should be stockpiling it now.
To help you capitalize on this movement into this precious
metal, my second gift to you is a three-month FREE subscription
to David Skarica’s Gold Stock Adviser newsletter.
David is another trusted member of my Financial Brain Trust.
I met David Skarica a few years back at a memorial for the late legendary investor and
philanthropist, Sir John Templeton.
He’s a devout follower of Sir John and is carrying on his legacy to this day in the Bahamas.
David’s knowledge of the markets is simply staggering. He has delivered his
subscribers countless 100% to 200% and larger returns from gold stock
recommendations.
In fact, an independent research firm analyzed his investment
recommendations and found him to be in the upper 1.7% of over 300 firms.
I’m proud to offer his flagship publication Gold Stock Adviser to you
today for free.
ւ
谐

David Skarica

With your complimentary subscription, you immediately will become privy
to 24 karat advice like:
The Top 5 Gold Stocks to Buy Now
7 Secrets Every Gold Stock Investor Should Know
Unearth South America’s Most Profitable Gold Mines With Just One Stock
Mark Your Calendar: The Gold Cycle That Allows You to Turn Profits Year After Year
How to Make Double-Digit Profits When the Price of Gold Goes DOWN
Is Gold Heading to $2,000? And Is It the Ultimate Hyper-Inflation Hedge
Your free Gold Stock Adviser subscription is another reward you will receive for claiming one
of the remaining copies of Aftershock I’ve acquired — also at no charge to you.

Go here now to make sure you get a copy of Aftershock
and the free gifts I’ve mentioned!

Gift #3: There’s Never Been a Better Time
to Grow Wealthy From Pinching Pennies!
Find the Best Moves With a Free
Two-Month Subscription to
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The Franklin Prosperity Report (A $10 Value)!
We are all familiar with the words of the great Benjamin Franklin:
“A Penny Saved is a Penny Earned.”
But in today’s times, a penny saved can be a penny lost if you don’t know where to place it
properly.
Certificates of deposit and money markets are returning basically nothing — and neither is your
savings account.
The rapid devaluation of the dollar — nearly 40% in the past 10 years alone, coupled with the
strong force of inflation — has made saving money impossible.
So what do you do? You put Benjamin Franklin in your corner. His investment methods are the
backbone of The Franklin Prosperity Report.
This publication isn’t about raking in big triple-digit gains — it’s about properly managing and
maximizing your money.
In each issue you’ll discover a wealth of invaluable advice from a host of top-shelf, expert
contributors.
Recent issues have uncovered:
24 Tax Tips That Can Save You $10,000 or More, Plus Audit Triggers You Can Avoid
12 Commandments for Achieving Super Wealth
ퟨո

How to Harvest Your Stock Market Losses
An Overlooked 401(k) that Will Supercharge Your Savings, Plus the Secret to Increasing
Your Social Security Payout By Thousands
Mortgage Refinancing Tips and Tricks and How to Get an Interest-Free Loan for Debt
Relief
The Secret to Cashing In on Stimulus Spending
Guiding you in every issue of The Franklin Prosperity Report is a direct descendant of
Benjamin Franklin himself — Dr. Mark Skousen.
Dr. Skousen is a well-known economist, financial adviser, professor, and author of more than 20
books. He’s also a former analyst for the Central Intelligence Agency.
His articles have been published in Forbes, The Wall Street Journal, Liberty, Reason,and The
Journal of Economic Perspectives.
You may have seen him on one of his numerous appearances on ABC News, CNBC Power Lunch,
CNN, and C-SPAN Book TV.
Most importantly, he’s another trusted member of my Financial Brain Trust.
And my final gift for you is a two-month, 100% free subscription to The Franklin Prosperity
Report.

Claim it and your two other complimentary newsletters
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when you grab your free copy of Aftershock now!

Only

Left!

Incomparable and Powerful
Free Tools at Your Grasp Right Now!
When the conditions “on the ground” are dire, those who can act — should. That is what I’m doing
today. I’m not comfortable letting you go off into this unstable economic climate on your own.
The landscape is too dangerous. The odds are stacked against those who are not prepared. So I’m
going to equip you with everything you need to protect your wealth and prosper immensely.
So to recap what I want to send you today:
1. The Book That May Save Your Financial Future Singlehandedly — Aftershock: Protect
Yourself and Profit in the Next Global Financial Meltdown. Only a few copies
available. — A $28 Value. FREE.
2. Four-Month Subscription to Financial Intelligence Report — $33 Value. Free!
3. Three-Month Subscription to Gold Stock Adviser — $25 Value. Free!
4. Two-Month Subscription to The Franklin Prosperity Report — $10 Value. Free!

I’m putting $96 of洠ռinvestment tools
in your hands — for FREE!
Click here to put them to work for you RIGHT NOW!
To Your Success,

Christopher Ruddy
President and CEO
Newsmax and Moneynews
P.S. — Time is of the essence. Not only because the very dire future painted in Aftershock may
be just over the horizon, but I have only a few copies of this book to give away.
Do not waste a moment, as you don’t want to miss out. Click here now!
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